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Standardized digital interfaces drive ahead.
Scott Hibbard
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operation. Controls and drives
can be independently selected
based on the required performance criteria. No compro-

controls or drives are SERCOS interface-compatible.
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Interrace Features
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togetherto
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common standards for powertrain equipment. [We] have
jointly agreed that an open
digital CNC and drive system
interface is required for future
equipment purchases ... the
only existing
standard that
complies

is the defined SER-

interface.
Therefore,
products utilizing iii SERCOS
interface are required by October 1, 1995, 1.0 meet current
power train requirements,"
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Call today and let Process Gear put their 50 years of
gear production experience to work for you.
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The SERCOS Interface-A
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Tell Us What You Think ...
If you found this article of interest and/or useful, please
circle 207.

